ANNUAL STEM SUMMIT

FEATURING
A Special Welcome by Minnesota's State Senator Al Frunken, an Advocate for STEM.

SCIENCE OUTSIDE THE BOX
Professor Scopoc's Potions Show celebrates the real science behind many of the magical special effects in J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter series. You'll experience a Thickening Potion and its Antidote Indoor Snow, a Crystal Ball full of pearly nonwhite mist, and many other dramatic, chemical and physical changes. Professor Scopoc features lots of eye-catching sparks, flames, foams, and color changes involving safe, simple chemicals. The tells terrible corny jokes and pulls plenty of audience participation and there are fewer bad smells than you might imagine!

EXPLORADOME
The Minnesota Planetarium Society's Exploradome is a portable, immersive learning environment that inspires minds, leaving a lasting impression on students. Inside the 13-foot high dome with the latest In CLS display technology, dynamic earth space science comes to life. Through a process of guided inquiry, students travel, virtually from inside the subatomic realms to the edge of the known universe. The system is the first portable come in the world build around the dynamic scaling software known as Uniview.

Thursday, January 26, 2012, SCSU
Atwood Center, Cascade/Ballroom

The SCSU STEM Summit is an opportunity to bring students, parents, and local educators together with business and higher education leaders to build regional coalitions, promote STEM education and fuel the pipeline for the next generation of the science and technology workforce, which is our future!

For more information please feel free to contact:

Dr. Carolyn Ruth A. Williams PhD
St. Cloud State University
720 4th Ave South, St. Cloud, MN 56301

Phone: 320-308-3690
Fax: 320-308-2243